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Abstract
This paper shows simple dynamic programming algorithms for RNA secondary structure prediction with pseudoknots. For a basic version of the problem (i.e., maximizing the number of
base pairs), this paper presents an O(n4 ) time exact algorithm and an O(n4− ) time approximation algorithm. The latter one outputs, for most RNA sequences, a secondary structure in which
the number of base pairs is at least 1 −  of the optimal, where ;  are any constants satisfying
0¡; ¡1. Several related results are shown too. ? 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
Keywords: RNA secondary structure; Pseudoknot; Approximation algorithms; Computational
biology; Dynamic programming

1. Introduction
The problem of RNA secondary structure prediction is, given an RNA sequence of
length n, to compute its correct secondary structure (an out-planar like structure)
[13,15,17]. Although it is still hard to compute (nearly) correct structures for all sequences, several methods have been developed. In most such methods, RNA secondary
structure prediction is de ned as an energy minimization problem, in which an optimal
secondary structure (i.e., a secondary structure with minimum free energy) is to be
computed.
For RNA secondary structure prediction without pseudoknots, a lot of studies have
been done both from a practical viewpoint and from a theoretical viewpoint. Waterman
and Smith, and Zuker and Stiegler proposed simple dynamic programming algorithms
[16,18]. The time complexities of those dynamic programming algorithms were O(n3 )
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Fig. 1. Examples of RNA secondary structures: (A) structure without pseudoknots; (B) pseudoknot.

if we ignore the destabilizing energy due to loop regions, otherwise they were (n4 ).
Although only a slight improvement had been done on global free energy minimization
[3], several important improvements have been done for nding locally stabilizing
substructures, where various types of destabilizing energy functions were considered
[5,15].
For RNA secondary structure prediction with pseudoknots (see Fig. 1), several studies have been done from a practical viewpoint. Abrahams et al. developed a local search
method [1], Akiyama and Kanehisa developed a method based on the Hop eld network
[2], Brown and Wilson [4] developed a method based on the stochastic context-free
grammar. However, these methods are not guaranteed to nd optimal structures. On
the other hand, only a few studies have been done from a theoretical viewpoint. Brown
and Wilson considered a method based on an extension of the stochastic context-free
grammar and mentioned that its time complexity was (n5 ) [4]. Uemura et al. proposed algorithms based on tree adjoining grammar [14]. The time complexities of their
algorithms depend on types of pseudoknots: it is O(n4 ) for simple pseudoknots and
O(n5 ) or more for the other pseudoknots. Although their algorithms can always nd
optimal structures, tree adjoining grammar is complicated and hard to understand and
thus the proposed algorithms are not simple. Thus, we analyzed their method and we
found that tree adjoining grammar was not crucial but the parsing procedure was crucial. Since the parsing procedure is intrinsically a dynamic programming procedure, we
re-formulate their method as a dynamic programming procedure without tree adjoining
grammar.
In this paper, we rst consider a basic version of RNA secondary structure with
simple pseudoknots: maximizing the number of base pairs where simple pseudoknots
may appear. For this version, we show a simple O(n4 ) time dynamic programming
algorithm. Although the time complexity is not improved from the previous one [14],
it is much simpler, it is easier to understand, it is easier to modify, and it is easier
to cope with various score functions (i.e., free energy functions). Next, we apply
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a technique developed in [3] to the proposed algorithm and obtain an O(n4− ) time
approximation algorithm that computes, for most RNA sequences, a secondary structure
whose score (the number of base pairs) is at least 1 −  of the optimal, where ; 
are any xed constant such that 0¡; ¡1. Note that application of the technique is
not trivial and an additional idea is introduced here. Then, we show various extensions
of these algorithms. On the other hand, we show a hardness result for generalized
pseudoknots, where we do not know whether or not such a structure exists in real
RNAs.
Because of the high time complexity as in Ref. [14], the proposed algorithms are
not yet practical. However, they might be made practical if some heuristics are combined with them. Some idea for such practical improvement is discussed in Section 7.
Moreover, we emphasize that the most important contribution of this paper is that it
corrects the previous misunderstanding that pseudoknots cannot be handled by a simple
dynamic-programming-based approach, and it shows that the dynamic-programmingbased approach is still useful for secondary structure prediction with pseudoknots.

2. Preliminaries
Here, we introduce basic versions of RNA secondary structure prediction, in which
the score is de ned as the total number of base pairs appearing in a secondary structure.
Although the score is an extremely simple estimate of the free energy, the problems
and the algorithms are to be extended for more realistic scores in Section 5.
2.1. Secondary structure without pseudoknots
Let A = a1 a2 : : : an be an RNA sequence. That is, A is a string over an alphabet
 = {a; u; g; c}. A pair of residues (letters) (x; y) is called a (complementary) base
pair if {x; y} = {a; u} or {x; y} = {g; c}. Although the wobble pair {g; u} [9] is not
treated as a base pair, similar results hold for such a case. A set of pairs of indices
M = {(i; j) | 16i¡j6n; (ai ; aj ) is a base pair}
is called an RNA secondary structure without pseudoknots if no distinct pairs (ai ; aj );
(ah ; ak ) in M satisfy i6h6j6k (see Fig. 1). The score of M is de ned as the number of base pairs in M (i.e., |M |). Then, a basic version of RNA secondary structure prediction without pseudoknots is de ned as follows: given an RNA sequence
A = a1 a2 : : : an , nd an RNA secondary structure M with the maximum score. Such
a structure is called an optimal RNA secondary structure, and its score is denoted
by OPT0 (A). In an RNA secondary structure M , a pair of consecutive subsequences
(ai ai+1 : : : ai+k ; aj−k aj−k+1 : : : aj ) is called a stacked region if (ai+h ; aj−h ) is a base pair
in M for all h6k, and a consecutive subsequence ai ai+1 : : : ai+k is called a loop region
if no ai+h (06h6k) appears in M .
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Fig. 2. (A) Simple pseudoknot, and (B) recursive pseudoknot.

It is well known that OPT0 (A) can be computed in O(n3 ) time using the following
simple dynamic programming procedure [15]:
(
S(i + 1; j − 1) + (ai ; aj );
S(i; j) = max max {S(i; k − 1) + S(k; j)};
i¡k6j

where we let S(i; j) = 0 for all i¿j, and (x; y) = 1 if (x; y) is a base pair, otherwise
(x; y) = 0. Note that OPT0 (A) is given by S(1; n). Note also that an optimal structure can be computed in O(n3 ) time from S(i; j) using the traceback technique [15].
Similarly, we only describe the procedures for computing scores or free energies in
this paper, all of which can be modiÿed for computing secondary structures without
increasing the orders of the time complexities, using the traceback technique.
2.2. Secondary structure with pseudoknots
Since there is no established de nition of pseudoknot, we de ne it based on
Refs. [1,4,14].
First, we de ne simple pseudoknots (see Fig. 2(A)). Consider a consecutive subsequence ai0 ai0 +1 : : : ak0 of an RNA sequence A where i0 and k0 are arbitrarily chosen
positions. We call a set of base pairs Mi0 ; k0 a simple pseudoknot if there exist positions
j0 ; j00 (i0 ¡j00 ¡j0 ¡k0 ) for which the following conditions are satis ed:
• Each i (i0 6i6k0 ) appears at most once in Mi0 ; k0 .
• Each (i; j) ∈ Mi0 ; k0 satis es either i0 6i¡j00 6j¡j0 or j00 6i¡j0 6j6k0 .
• If pairs (i; j) and (i0 ; j 0 ) in Mi0 ; k0 satisfy either i¡i0 ¡j00 or j00 6i¡i0 , then j ¿ j 0
holds.
Although usual substructures qualify as simple pseudoknots if either {(i; j) ∈ Mi0 ; k0
| i¡j00 } = ∅ or {(i; j) ∈ Mi0 ; k0 | j00 6i} = ∅ holds, all the algorithms can be modi ed so
that these cases are excluded without increasing the order of the time complexity.
Then, a set of base pairs M is called an RNA secondary structure with simple
pseudoknots if the following conditions are satis ed:
• M =M 0 ∪Mi1 ; k1 ∪Mi2 ; k2 ∪· · ·∪Mit ; kt where t is a non-negative integer and 16i1 ¡k1 ¡i2
¡ k2 ¡· · ·¡it ¡kt 6n.
• Each Mih ; kh is a simple pseudoknot for a consecutive subsequence aih aih +1 : : : akh .
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the recurrence used in the dynamic programming procedure: (A) corresponds to
SL (i; j; k) = (ai ; aj ) + SL (i − 1; j + 1; k), (B) corresponds to SL (i; j; k) = (ai ; aj ) + SM (i − 1; j + 1; k),
and (C) corresponds to SL (i; j; k) = (ai ; aj ) + SR (i − 1; j + 1; k).

• M 0 is a secondary structure without pseudoknots for a sequence A0 , where A0 is obtained by deleting all aih aih +1 : : : akh from A (i.e., A0 = a1 a2 : : : ai1 −1 ak1 +1 : : : ai2 −1 ak2 +1
: : : : : : ait −1 akt +1 : : : an ).
Note that a secondary structure without pseudoknots corresponds to the case of t = 0
and quali es as a secondary structure with simple pseudoknots.
As in Section 2.1, a basic version of RNA secondary structure prediction with
simple pseudoknots is de ned as a problem of nding an RNA secondary structure
with simple pseudoknots that has the maximum score (i.e., the maximum number
of base pairs). In this case, the score of an optimal structure is denoted
by OPT1 (A).
Generally, pseudoknots can have recursive structures (see Fig. 2(B)): any loop region can be replaced by another secondary structure (with=without pseudoknots). The
de nition of an RNA secondary structure with recursive pseudoknots is given by replacing “Each Mih ; kh is a simple pseudoknot” in the above de nition with “Each Mih ; kh
is a recursive pseudoknot”.

3. Dynamic programming algorithm for simple pseudoknots
In this section, we show a simple dynamic programming algorithm for the basic
version of RNA secondary structure prediction with simple pseudoknots.
For nding a simple pseudoknot substructure whose endpoints are i0 th and k0 th
residues, we consider triplets (i; j; k) (i0 − 16i¡j6k6k0 ) instead of (i; j) in
Section 2.1. Moreover, we consider three types of triplets SL (i; j; k),SM (i; j; k), and
SR (i; j; k). SL (i; j; k) (resp. SR (i; j; k)) corresponds to a case where ith and jth (resp.
jth and kth) residues make a base pair. Then, each triplet can be computed by the
following recurrence (see Fig. 3):


 SL (i − 1; j + 1; k); 
(1)
SL (i; j; k) = (ai ; aj ) + max SM (i − 1; j + 1; k); ;


SR (i − 1; j + 1; k)
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Fig. 4. Illustration of the initialization procedure: (A) corresponds to SL (i; j; j)=(ai ; aj ) and (B) corresponds
to SR (i0 − 1; j; j + 1) = (aj ; aj+1 ).



SL (i; j + 1; k − 1); 





SR (i; j; k) = (aj ; ak ) + max SM (i; j + 1; k − 1); ;






SR (i; j + 1; k − 1)

(2)



SM (i − 1; j; k); SM (i; j + 1; k); SM (i; j; k − 1); 





;
SM (i; j; k) = max SL (i − 1; j; k); SL (i; j + 1; k);






SR (i; j + 1; k); SR (i; j; k − 1)

(3)

where (ai ; aj ) = 1 if (ai ; aj ) is a base pair, otherwise (ai ; aj ) = −∞, and the initialization is done by letting (see Fig. 4):
SL (i; j; j) = (ai ; aj )
SR (i0 − 1; j; j + 1) = (aj ; aj+1 )

for all i¡j;
for all j;

SL (i0 − 1; j; k) = SR (i0 − 1; j; k) = SM (i0 − 1; j; k) = 0
for the other j; k satisfying k = j or k = j + 1:
For each ( xed) pair (i0 ; k0 ), we compute the above scores and we obtain the score
of a pseudoknot whose endpoints are (i0 ; k0 ) by
Spseudo (i0 ; k0 ) =

max

i0 6i¡j¡k6k0

{SL (i; j; k); SM (i; j; k); SR (i; j; k)}:

Finally, we compute the optimal score S(1; n) for the whole structure by the following
recurrence:


S(i; j) = max Spseudo (i; j); S(i + 1; j − 1) + (ai ; aj ); max {S(i; k − 1) + S(k; j)} :
i¡k6j

Theorem 1. An RNA secondary structure with simple pseudoknots which has the
maximum number of base pairs can be computed by a simple dynamic programming
algorithm in O(n4 ) time using O(n3 ) space.
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Proof. First we show that an optimal structure is computed using the dynamic programming procedure shown above. Since Spseudo (i0 ; k0 ) is newly introduced, it suces
to show that the procedure for Spseudo (i0 ; k0 ) computes the score of an optimal simple
pseudoknot for ai0 ai0 +1 : : : ak0 .
As in pairwise sequence alignment [15], we associate the shortest path problem
(precisely, the maximum weight path problem for acyclic directed graphs) with the
dynamic programming procedure. We construct an acyclic directed graph G(V; E) as
follows. The vertex set V is de ned by
V = {vs } ∪ {vL (i; j; k); vR (i; j; k); vM (i; j; k) | i0 − 16i¡j6k6k0 };
where vs is introduced as the start point. The edge set and the weights of edges are
de ned by the following rules:
• (vs ; vd (i; j; k)) ∈ E and w(vs ; vd (i; j; k)) = Sd (i; j; k) if Sd (i; j; k) is used in the initialization where d ∈ {L; M; R},
• (vd (i0 ; j 0 ; k 0 ); vL (i; j; k)) ∈ E and w(vd (i0 ; j 0 ; k 0 ); vL (i; j; k))=(ai ; aj ) if vd (i0 ; j 0 ; k 0 ) and
vL (i; j; k) appear in recurrence (1),
• (vd (i0 ; j 0 ; k 0 ); vR (i; j; k)) ∈ E and w(vd (i0 ; j 0 ; k 0 ); vR (i; j; k)) = (aj ; ak ) if vd (i0 ; j 0 ; k 0 )
and vR (i; j; k) appear in recurrence (2),
• (vd (i0 ; j 0 ; k 0 ); vM (i; j; k)) ∈ E and w(vd (i0 ; j 0 ; k 0 ); vM (i; j; k)) = 0 if vd (i0 ; j 0 ; k 0 ) and
vM (i; j; k) appear in recurrence (3).
Let Mi0 ; k0 be an arbitrary simple pseudoknot for sequence ai0 ai0 +1 : : : ak0 . From the
de nition of a simple pseudoknot, there exist integers j00 and j0 (although (j00 ; j0 ) is
not necessarily unique, we can use any pair). We let (i; j) ≺ (i0 ; j 0 ) if either one of the
following holds: i0 ¡j 0 ¡i¡j, i¡i0 ¡j¡j 0 , i¡i0 ¡j 0 ¡j¡j0 and j00 6i0 ¡i¡j¡j 0 .
Then, the elements of Mi0 ; k0 are totally ordered by ‘≺’.
Let (itop ; jtop ) be the highest element of Mi0 ; k0 under ‘≺’. From the construction of
G(V; E) and the total ordering of Mi0 ; k0 , we can see that there exists a path from vs to
vd (itop ; jtop ; k) or vd (i; itop ; jtop ) for some i, k and d ∈ {L; M; R} with the total weight
|Mi0 ; k0 |.
Conversely, assume that there exists a path from vs to vd (i; j; k) with the total weight
W ¿0. Then we can obtain a secondary structure Mi0 ; k0 with score W by using the
following rule: (i; j) ∈ Mi0 ; k0 if either vL (i; j; k) (i¿i0 ) or vR (i0 ; i; j) (i0 ¿i0 ) appears in
the path. It should be noted that each index i can appear at most once in Mi0 ; k0 from
the structure of the graph.
Since G(V; E) is an acyclic directed graph, the weight of the maximum weight
path from vs to vd (i; j; k) can be computed by dynamic programming and is equal to
Sd (i; j; k). Therefore, it is proven that an optimal pseudoknot is computed.
Next, we analyze the time complexity. For each pair (i0 ; k0 ), we must compute scores
of O(n3 ) triplets. Therefore, scores of O(n5 ) triplets should be computed in total. However, we do not need to compute O(n3 ) scores for each pair (i0 ; k0 ). Since k0 does not
appear in the recurrences (1) – (3) and Sd (i; j; k) does not depend on Sd0 (i0 ; j 0 ; k 0 ) such
that k 0 ¿ k, Sd (i; j; k) does not depend on k0 (although it depends on i0 ). Therefore, if
scores for (i0 ; k0 ) are known, we only need to compute O(n2 ) scores Sd (i; j; k0 + 1)
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for (i0 ; k0 + 1). Moreover, we can compute scores in the following order:
for i = i0 to n − 2 do
for j = n − 1 downto i + 1 do
for k = j + 1 to n do
Therefore, we only need to compute O(n3 ) scores for each i0 . Since each score can be
computed in constant time, O(n4 ) time is sucient in total, which matches the result
of Ref. [14].
Finally, we consider the space complexity. In order to reduce the space complexity,
we compute all Spseudo (i0 ; k0 ) before computing all S(i; j). Although O(n3 ) space is
required for computing all Spseudo (i0 ; k0 ) for xed i0 , the same memory space can be
used for computing the other Spseudo (i00 ; k00 ). Since O(n2 ) space is sucient for storing
all values of Spseudo (i0 ; k0 ), the total space complexity is O(n3 ).
4. Approximation algorithm for simple pseudoknots
Since the time complexity shown in Section 3 is too high, it should be reduced.
Although some heuristic technique was used in Ref. [14], they did not succeed to
reduce the worst-case time complexity. In this section, we show an O(n4− ) time
algorithm that computes, for most RNA sequences, a secondary structure with simple
pseudoknots whose score is at least 1 −  of the optimal, where ;  are any constants
such that 0¡; ¡1.
First we show that OPT1 (A) is (n) for most RNA sequences.
Proposition 2. If a; u; g; c occur uniformly and independently in a random RNA sequence of length n; OPT1 (A)¿n=4 with probability at least ¿1 − 4=en=32 .
Proof. Let #a; #u; #g; #c be the numbers of occurrences of a, u, g, c in an RNA
sequence, respectively. In Ref. [3], OPT0 (A)¿min(#a; #u) + min(#g; #c) was proven.
Since OPT1 (A)¿OPT0 (A) holds from the de nitions, OPT1 (A)¿min(#a; #u)
+ min(#g; #c) holds.
On the other hand, the probability that #a is less than n=8 is at most e−(n=32) from
the Cherno bound [10]. Since the probability that min(#a; #u) + min(#g; #c)¡n=4 is
bounded above by the probability that min{#a; #u; #g; #c}¡n=8, the proposition holds.
Next we show an approximation algorithm which outputs a good approximate secondary structure with simple pseudoknots if OPT1 (A) is (n). It is obtained by modifying the exact algorithm shown in Section 3. Although the modi cation is simple and
based on the technique developed in Ref. [3], it is not straightforward and an additional
idea is required.
Recall that, in the exact algorithm in Section 3, we compute simple pseudoknots
for all pairs of (i0 ; k0 ). In the modi ed algorithm, we compute simple pseudoknots for
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Fig. 5. Scores Spseudo (i0 ; k0 ) are not computed for all i0 but for restricted i0 . (A) n=2¡k0 − i0 6n, (B)
n=4¡k0 − i0 6n=2; : : : ; (C) k0 − i0 6n .

restricted pairs of (i0 ; k0 ). Let ; ÿ be some xed reals such that 0¡ ; ÿ¡1. Let Ih
(h¿1) be a set of pair of indices de ned by

  

n ÿ
n
n
=
0
and
:
¡k
−
i
6
Ih = (i0 ; k0 ) | i0 mod
0
0
2h
2h
2h−1
Let I be a set of pairs of indices de ned by
I = I1 ∪ I2 ∪ · · · ∪ IH −1 ∪ IH ∪ {(i0 ; k0 ) | 0¡k0 − i0 6n };
where H is the smallest number satisfying n=2H −1 6n . In the modi ed algorithm, we
only compute pseudoknots for (i0 ; k0 ) in I (see Fig. 5) and we use the same procedure
for S(i; j) as in Section 3. We denote this modi ed algorithm by APR.
Lemma 3. APR works in O(n4−ÿ + n1+3 ) time.
Proof. Since the time complexity for the other parts is O(n3 ), we only consider the
part of computing simple pseudoknots.
The time for computing simple pseudoknots for all (i0 ; k0 ) in Ih is

 n 3 
n
= O(n4−ÿ 2(ÿ−3)h ):
O
(n=2h )ÿ 2h
The time for computing simple pseudoknots for (i0 ; k0 ) not in any Ih is O(n × (n )3 ) =
O(n1+3 ). Since
n4−ÿ

∞
X

2(ÿ−3) h6n4−ÿ ;

h=1

the total time for computing simple pseudoknots is O(n4−ÿ + n1+3 ).
Next we de ne the error of an approximate secondary structure to the optimal one
to be the di erence between their scores, where the optimal score is always greater
than or equal to the approximate score.
Lemma 4. The error of a secondary structure computed by APR is O(n1+

ÿ−

).
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Proof. Note that the error due to a pseudoknot with endpoints (i0 ; k0 ) ∈ Ih is at most
O((n=2h )ÿ ) because the distance between adjacent i0 ’s is O((n=2h )ÿ ).
Therefore, it is easy to verify that the worst case error is bounded above by the
error of a case in which (n=n ) pseudoknots of length (n ) occur. In that case, the
error due to each pseudoknot is O(n ÿ ). Therefore, the total error is bounded above by
O((n=n )n ÿ ) = O(n1+ ÿ− ):
From the above lemma, the score of an approximate structure is at least 1 −  of
OPT1 (A) for suciently large n (precisely, n ¿ N where N is a constant depending
on  and ) if OPT1 (A) is (n) and 1 + ÿ − ¡1. Therefore, we have:
Theorem 5. If a; u; g; c occur uniformly and independently in a random RNA sequence of length n; an RNA secondary structure with simple pseudoknots; in which
the number of base pairs is at least 1 −  of the optimal; can be computed in O(n4− )
time with probability at least 1 − 4=en=32 , where ;  are any ÿxed constants such that
0¡; ¡1.
Note that, unlike usual polynomial time approximation scheme (PTAS), the time
complexity does not depend on  although threshold N depends on  and . Note also
that APR always outputs a secondary structure with simple pseudoknots whose score
is at least 1− of the optimal for suciently large n if min(#a; #u)+min(#g; #c)=(n).

5. Extensions
In this section, we show that the proposed dynamic programming algorithms can be
extended in various ways.
5.1. Energy function depending on adjacent base pairs
Although we have considered the problem of maximizing the number of base pairs
so far, energy functions depending on adjacent base pairs are widely used (i.e., an
energy function is a function from  ×  ×  ×  to the set of reals) [7,13,14].
Moreover, free energy for such pairs usually takes negative values and the problem is
de ned as a minimization problem. In this subsection, we consider an energy function
(ai−1 ai ; aj aj+1 ) depending on adjacent base pairs (ai−1 ; aj+1 ) and (ai ; aj ), instead of
an energy function (ai ; aj ) depending on a base pair (ai ; aj ).
The algorithm shown in Section 3 can be modi ed for energy functions depending on
adjacent base pairs. Since the modi cation for a secondary structure without pseudonots
is already known [15,18], we only show the modi cation for computing Spseudo (i0 ; k0 ).
For that purpose, we use tables SLL (i; j; k) and SRR (i; j; k) in addition to SL (i; j; k),
SM (i; j; k) and SR (i; j; k). SLL (i; j; k) and SRR (i; j; k) correspond to the occurrences of
adjacent base pairs ((ai−1 ; aj+1 ); (ai ; aj )) and ((aj+1 ; ak−1 ), (aj ; ak )) respectively. Note
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also that ‘max’ must be replaced by ‘min’ in this case because the problem is de ned
as a minimization problem. The modi ed dynamic programming procedure is shown
below:


SL (i − 1; j + 1; k);
;
SLL (i; j; k) = (ai−1 ai ; aj aj+1 ) + min
SLL (i − 1; j + 1; k)


SM (i − 1; j + 1; k); SR (i − 1; j + 1; k);
;
SL (i; j; k) = min
SRR (i − 1; j + 1; k)


SR (i; j + 1; k − 1);
;
SRR (i; j; k) = (aj aj+1 ; ak−1 ak ) + min
SRR (i; j + 1; k − 1)


SL (i; j + 1; k − 1); SM (i; j + 1; k − 1);
;
SR (i; j; k) = min
SLL (i; j + 1; k − 1)


SM (i − 1; j; k); SM (i; j + 1; k); SM (i; j; k − 1); 





SL (i − 1; j; k); SL (i; j + 1; k); SR (i; j + 1; k);
:
SM (i; j; k) = min

S (i; j; k − 1); SLL (i − 1; j; k); SLL (i; j + 1; k); 



 R
SRR (i; j + 1; k); SRR (i; j; k − 1)
Since the time complexity increases by a constant factor owing to this modi cation, we
obtain an O(n4 ) time exact algorithm for computing a secondary structure with simple
pseudoknots under an energy function depending on adjacent base pairs.
Since the number of possible combinations of adjacent base pairs is nite (44 ), we
can assume that free energy for adjacent base pairs (ai−1 ai ; aj aj+1 ) is bounded by a
constant, i.e., 0¿(ai−1 ai ; aj aj+1 )¿ − E holds for some constant E. In such a case,
the technique and the analysis in Section 4 can also be applied in a straightforward
way. Therefore, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 6. Under an energy function depending on adjacent base pairs; an optimal
RNA secondary structure with simple pseudoknots can be computed in O(n4 ) time;
and an approximate RNA secondary structure with simple pseudoknots whose free
energy is at most 1 −  of the minimum can be computed in O(n ) time for most
random RNA sequences; where ;  are any constants such that 0¡; ¡1.
5.2. Destabilizing energy
Although we did not consider free energy for loop regions, loop regions are also
important determinants of RNA stability. For loop regions in a secondary structure
without pseudoknots, destabilizing energy functions depending on the length of the
loop are used in many references [1,13,15,17] although sequence dependence is unclear
owing to the lack of data [13]. Most destabilizing energy functions are determined from
experimental data on short loops and extrapolation [1,13]. Since much fewer properties
are known about destabilizing energy for pseudoknots [1], we use a simple energy
function such that the destabilizing energy of each loop is determined from the length of
the loop. In the following, (x) denotes the destabilizing energy for a loop of length x.
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Fig. 6. Four transition patterns for computing an optimal pseudoknot structure with destabilizing energy.

Since an O(n4 ) time algorithm for computing an optimal secondary structure without
pseudoknots under energy functions including destabilizing energies is known [15], we
only consider the computation of an optimal pseudoknot.
In order to take destabilizing energy into account, it suces to consider the four
transition patterns shown in Fig. 6, where the exceptional case in which either {(i; j) ∈
Mi0 ; k0 | i¡j00 } = ∅ or {(i; j) ∈ Mi0 ; k0 | j00 6i} = ∅ holds can be covered by the algorithm
without pseudoknots. Let b(i) denote the base pair such that either one of the endpoints
is ai . Instead of Sd (i; j; k) in Section 3, we use triplets Sxyz (i; j; k) (i¡j¡k) where
x; y; z ∈ {L; M; H }. Sxyz (i; j; k) means that each of ai , aj and ak must be an endpoint of
some base pair and that the ordering of b(i), b(j) and b(k) is the same as that of x,
y and z, where we use the ordering de ned in Section 3 for b(i), b(j) and b(k) and
we let L ≺ M ≺ H . For example, SLMH (i; j; k) and SHLL (i; j; k) mean b(i) ≺ b(j) ≺ b(k)
and b(j) = b(k) ≺ b(i), respectively. We do not use all types of Sxyz (i; j; k) but use the
following types: SHHL (i; j; k), SHLL (i; j; k), SHML (i; j; k), SLLH (i; j; k), SLHH (i; j; k) and
SLMH (i; j; k).
As in Section 3, we consider a directed acyclic graph whose vertex set consists of
vxyz (i; j; k); vs and vt , where vt is the end point and the weight of the minimum weight
path from vs to vxyz (i; j; k) is equal to Sxyz (i; j; k). Then, transition patterns (A) – (D)
in Fig. 6 are represented by the following directed paths:
(A) vLLH (i; j; k) → vLHH (i; j 0 ; k) → vHLL (i0 ; j 0 ; k) → vHHL (i0 ; j 00 ; k);
(B) vHHL (i; j; k) → vHML (i0 ; j; k) → vHHL (i0 ; j 0 ; k);
(C) vHLL (i; j; k) → vHHL (i; j 0 ; k) → vLLH (i; j 0 ; k 0 ) → vLHH (i; j 00 ; k 0 );
(D) vLHH (i; j; k) → vLMH (i; j; k 0 ) → vLHH (i; j 0 ; k 0 ):
Weights of edges are de ned by
w(vLLH (i; j; k); vLHH (i; j 0 ; k)) = (aj0 ; ak ) + (j − j 0 − 1);
w(vLHH (i; j; k); vHLL (i0 ; j; k)) = (i0 − i − 1);
w(vHLL (i; j; k); vHHL (i; j 0 ; k)) = (ai ; aj0 ) + (j − j 0 − 1);
w(vHHL (i; j; k); vHML (i0 ; j; k)) = (i0 − i − 1);
w(vHML (i; j; k); vHHL (i; j 0 ; k)) = (ai ; aj0 ) + (j − j 0 − 1);
w(vHHL (i; j; k); vLLH (i; j; k 0 )) = (k 0 − k − 1);
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w(vLHH (i; j; k); vLMH (i; j; k 0 )) = (k 0 − k − 1);
w(vLMH (i; j; k); vLHH (i; j 0 ; k)) = (aj0 ; ak ) + (j − j 0 − 1):
It should be noted that the value of either one of i, j and k changes through each
edge. Weights of edges from vs and weights of edges into vt are de ned by
w(vs ; vLLH (i; j; k)) = (ai ; aj ) + (i − i0 ) + (k − j − 1);
w(vs ; vHLL (i; j; k)) = (aj ; ak ) + (i − i0 ) + (k − j − 1);
w(vHHL (i; j; k); vt ) = ( j − i − 1) + (k0 − k);
w(vLHH (i; j; k); vt ) = ( j − i − 1) + (k0 − k):
Then, it is seen that the free energy of an optimal pseudoknot is equal to the weight
of the minimum weight path from vs to vt .
As in Section 3, the minimum weight path can be computed by a dynamic programming procedure. Since there are O(n4 ) edges in this case, O(n4 ) time is required
in order to compute an optimal pseudoknot for xed (i0 ; k0 ). As in Section 3, scores
computed for (i0 ; k0 ) can also be used for computing scores for (i0 ; k0 + 1). Note that
special care is required in this case since (k0 − k) must be taken into account. For
that purpose, we compute the following values for each k:
Si0 (k) = min{SHHL (i; j; k) + ( j − i − 1); SLHH (i; j; k) + (j − i − 1)};
i; j

where these values do not depend on k0 . And, we let Spseudo (i0 ; k0 ) = mink6k0 {Si0 (k) +
(k0 − k)}.
Since O(n4 ) time is required for each i0 ; O(n5 ) time is required for computing all
values of Spseudo (i0 ; k0 ). Since O(n4 ) time is sucient for the other parts, the total time
complexity is O(n5 ).
We can modify this algorithm so that energies depending on adjacent base pairs are
taken into account without increasing the order of the time complexity, by combining
the method mentioned in Section 5.1.
Theorem 7. Under an energy function consisting of stacking energy depending on
adjacent base pairs and destabilizing energy depending on the length of the loop; an
optimal RNA secondary structure with simple pseudoknots can be computed in O(n5 )
time.
5.3. Recursive pseudoknots
Although we have considered simple pseudoknots so far, recursive pseudoknot structures may appear in real RNAs. We can obtain an algorithm for recursive pseudoknots
by modifying the algorithm in Section 5.2 (see Fig. 7).
We use the same directed graph as in Section 5.2. But, weights of edges are changed
by replacing (i0 − i − 1); (j − j 0 − 1); (k 0 − k − 1); (i − i0 ); (k − j − 1); (j − i − 1)
and (k0 − k) with S(i + 1; i0 − 1); S(j 0 + 1; j − 1); S(k + 1; k 0 − 1); S(i − 1; i0 ); S(j +
1; k − 1); S(i + 1; j − 1) and S(k + 1; k0 ), where S(x; y) was de ned in Section 3.
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Fig. 7. Modi cation of weights for recursive pseudoknots. (i0 − i − 1) in Fig. 6(A) is replaced by
S(i + 1; i0 − 1).

For example, w(vLHH (i; j; k); vHLL (i0 ; j; k)) = (i0 − i − 1) in Section 5.2 is replaced by
w(vLHH (i; j; k); vHLL (i0 ; j; k)) = S(i + 1; i0 − 1).
We can arrange the dynamic programming procedure so that the required values of
S(x; y) are already determined before determining Sxyz (i; j; k). As in Section 5.2, we
can show that the total time complexity is O(n5 ), and the algorithm can be modi ed
so that energies depending on adjacent base pairs are taken into account.
Theorem 8. Under an energy function depending on adjacent base pairs; an optimal
RNA secondary structure with recursive pseudoknots can be computed in O(n5 ) time.
6. Hardness result for generalized pseudoknots
In Section 5, we showed that dynamic programming algorithms can cover most types
of pseudoknots (we do not know what extent we should cover because no established
de nition of a pseudoknot is known). However, the forms of secondary structures
cannot be extended to the entire class of planar graphs. In such a case, we can prove
an NP-hardness result. In the following, an RNA secondary structure with generalized
pseudoknots means a structure having any planar graph structure under the condition
that each residue can be connected with at most one residue except adjacent residues.
Note that adjacent residues are assumed to be connected by an edge in a planar graph.
Theorem 9. RNA secondary structure prediction with generalized pseudoknots is NPhard; where we assume that an arbitrary energy function depending on adjacent base
pairs can be used.
Proof. We use a reduction from longest common subsequence (LCS), which is known
to be NP-complete [6,8].
The decision problem version of LCS is, given a set of strings L={s1 ; s2 ; : : : ; sm } (|s1 |=
|s2 | = · · · = |sm | = n) over an alphabet  and an integer k, to decide whether or not
there exists a string sc of length k that is a (not necessarily consecutive) subsequence
of each si . In this proof, we consider a case of  = {a; u}, for which LCS remains
NP-complete [8].
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Fig. 8. An optimal secondary structure with generalized pseudoknots corresponding to LCS instance:
{uauu; uuau; uaau}; k = 3. This structure is not quali ed as a secondary structure with simple pseudoknots.

From an instance of LCS, we construct a large RNA sequence A in the following
i
z }| {
i
way (see Fig. 8). Let si; j denote the jth letter of string si . Let x denote xx : : : x. For
i = 1; : : : ; m, we construct sequences Di and Ei by
Di = cIi si; 1 si; 1 cIi +1 si; 2 si; 2 cIi +2 : : : cIi +n−1 si; n si; n cIi +n ;
Ei = g Ii +n si; n si; n g Ii +n−1 : : : g Ii +2 si; 2 si; 2 g Ii +1 si; 1 si; 1 g Ii ;
respectively, where x denotes the complementary residue of x and Ii = 4m + 8 + (i −
1)(n + 1). For i = 1; : : : ; m, we construct Bi by
Bi = c4i+1 g4i+2 Di g4i c4i+3 g4i+3 c4i+4 Ei c4i+2 g4i+5 :
We construct B0 and Bm+1 by
B0 = g2 c3 g3 c4 (au)k c2 g5 ;
Bm+1 = c4m+5 g4m+6 (au)k g4m+4 c4m+7 g4m+7 c4m+6 ;
respectively. Finally, A is constructed by A = B0 B1 B2 : : : Bm+1 .
The energy function is de ned by (aa; uu) = (uu; aa) = (cc; gg) = (gg; cc) =
(au; aa) = (au; uu) = (ua; aa) = (ua; uu) = (aa; au) = (uu; au) = (aa; ua) =
(uu; ua) = −1:0, otherwise (xy; zw) = 0:0. As in Section 5.1, (xy; zw) denotes the
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energy for consecutive base pairs (x; w) and (y; z). Note that we assume an arbitrary
energy function here and thus (a; u), (u; u) and (a; a) can be base pairs.
We show that the following property holds: there exists a common subsequence sc
of length k if and only if there exists a secondary structure of A with score (energy):−
Pnm+5m+7
(i − 1).
nm − k − i=2
First, we show that if there exists a common subsequence of length k, then we can
Pnm+5m+7
(i − 1).
construct a secondary structure with score −nm − k − i=2
Let sc be a common subsequence of length k. For each si , let si; fi (1) ; si; fi (2) ; : : : ; si; fi (k)
be a subsequence of si such that si; fi (1) si; fi (2) : : : si; fi (k) = sc . We make a secondary
structure as follows (see Fig. 8):
(i) For each of h = 2; : : : ; nm + 5m + 7; ch is paired with gh (note that ch (resp. gh )
appears exactly once in A for each h).
(ii) For all j = 1; : : : ; k; s1; f1 ( j) s1; f1 ( j) in D1 is paired with au in B0 , and sn; fn ( j) sn; fn ( j)
in En is paired with au in Bn+1 .
(iii) For all i = 1; : : : ; m, each si; j si; j in Di such that j 6∈ {fi (1); : : : ; fi (k)} is paired
with si; j si; j in Ei .
(iv) For all i = 1; : : : ; m − 1 and for all j = 1; : : : ; k; si; fi ( j) si; fi ( j) in Ei is paired with
si+1; fi+1 ( j) si+1; fi+1 ( j) in Di+1 .
By these pairings, every residue in A is paired with another residue in A. Since the
Pnm+5m+7
(i − 1), the score due to (ii) is −2k, the score due
score due to (i) is − i=2
to (iii) is −(n − k)m and the score due to (iv) is −k(m − 1), the total score of the
Pnm+5m+7
(i − 1).
constructed secondary structure is −nm − k − i=2
It can also be seen that the secondary structure constructed as above is an optimal
secondary structure because every residue is paired with another residue in the structure
and adjacent residues ai ai+1 cannot contribute to the score unless ai = ai+1 , ai ai+1 = au
or ai ai+1 = ua.
Next we show that if there exists an RNA secondary structure with score −nm
Pnm+5m+7
(i − 1), then we can construct a common subsequence sc of
− k − i=2
length k.
Pnm+5m+7
(i − 1). Since M is
Let M be a secondary structure with score −nm − k − i=2
h
h
an optimal secondary structure, each c must be paired with g . Since the graph shown
in Fig. 9 is 3-connected, this graph has a unique planar embedding except the mirror
image and the choice of the outer face [11], where this graph corresponds to a partial
structure determined by pairings due to ch and gh in c4i g4i+1 Bi c4i+5 g4i+4 . From this
embedding and the fact that (aa; xy)=(xy; aa) 6= 0 (resp. (uu; xy)=(xy; uu) 6= 0)
only when xy = uu, xy = au or xy = ua (resp. xy = aa, xy = au or xy = ua), we can
see the following:
• s1; j s1; j in D1 must be paired with either au in B0 or s1; j s1; j in E1 .
• sm; j sm; j in Em must be paired with either au in Bm+1 or sm; j sm; j in Dm .
• For i=1; : : : ; m−1, si; j si; j in Ei must be paired with either si; j si; j in Di or si+1; j0 si+1; j0
in Di+1 such that si+1; j0 = si; j .
• If si; j si; j and si; h si; h in Ei (j¡h) are paired with si+1; j0 si+1; j0 and si+1; h0 si+1; h0 in
Di+1 , respectively, then j 0 ¡h0 must hold.
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Fig. 9. This graph is 3-connected and thus a planar embedding is essentially unique.

Since every residue in an optimal secondary structure must be paired with another
residue, each au in B0 must be paired with s1; j s1; j in D1 for some j. Let s1; f1 ( j) s1; f1 ( j)
(f1 (1)¡f1 (2)¡· · ·¡f1 (k)) be residues in D1 paired with au in B0 . Then, sc =
s1; f1 (1) s1; f1 (2) : : : s1; f1 (k) is a subsequence of s1 . Moreover, from the above constraints
on pairings, sc must be a common subsequence of s1 ; s2 ; : : : ; sm .
Since the reduction can be done in polynomial time, the theorem holds.

7. Concluding remarks
In this paper, we have shown that dynamic programming is still useful for the RNA
secondary structure prediction with pseudoknots. As mentioned in Section 1, the most
important contribution of this paper is that it corrects the previous misunderstanding
that pseudoknots cannot be handled by a simple dynamic programming-based approach.
As shown in Section 5, dynamic programming algorithms can cover most types of
pseudoknots. However, the time complexity increases to O(n5 ) or more if complex
pseudoknots are handled. Therefore, improvements on the time complexities should be
done. Since there is a close relationship between the prediction problem with pseudoknots and the parsing problem of tree-adjoining grammars [14], the technique developed for the recognition of tree-adjoining grammars [12] might be useful for such
improvements. From a practical viewpoint, the following approach seems useful: rst
we enumerate candidates of stacked regions, and then we combine candidates so that
combined regions do not violate the constraints. Although similar approaches have
been already employed [1,2], combining candidates can also be done using a dynamic
programming procedure.
Another important problem is that no established de nition of a pseudoknot is known.
Although the proposed dynamic programming algorithms can cover a wide class of
pseudoknots, we do not know what class we should cover. Thus, it would be helpful
if a formal de nition of a pseudoknot is discussed and given by biologists.
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The other important problem is that no established energy function is known for
pseudoknots, especially for loop regions [14]. For making accurate predictions, development of such energy function is very important and should be studied.
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